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Key implications
• China’s industrial economy is experiencing a “hard landing” as the economic transition
accelerates, impacting major industrial fuels, with coal feeling the most pain.
• This long-term restructuring will make the Chinese economy less energy intensive, lowering
the overall energy demand trajectory.
• Meanwhile, non-coal fuels and technologies are growing rapidly, supported by
environmental and climate policies.
• However, coal remains the cheapest energy source, and the less developed regions in China
will continue to rely on coal, effecting a demand migration westward towards inland regions.
• IHS expects coal consumption growth to gradually recover—mainly supported by power
generation and coal-chemical use in western provinces—reaching a national peak by the
mid-2020s.
• This peak in coal demand is a precursor to a peak in carbon emissions, before 2030.
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A “Hard Landing” for China’s industrial economy, and thus
industry-dominated energy sectors
Key energy commodities and their driving sectors in China (2013)
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Only slight recovery expected ahead for coal
Medium-term outlook for Chinese coal demand
China’s incremental power generation by
fuel 2015-20 (IHS Rivalry scenario 2016)
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•

Demand to “bottom out” by 2018, with a slight
recovery by 2020.

•

Coal-fired generation will continue to be
squeezed by non-fossil generation resources.

•

Renewable, nuclear, and gas plant additions
will remain robust, and government support
will continue to be strong – for both investment
and dispatch.

•

Wind and solar will account for over 40% of
incremental generation; adding in nuclear and
hydro, non-fossil generation resources will
meet 76% of new power demand in the next
five years.
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Coal remains the cheapest energy source, and will continue to grow
in inland provinces
Estimated levelized cost of electricity
Levelized cost of electiricity
(2015 RMB / MWh)

Transmission tariff
Emissions cost
Value-added tax
Fuel
Insurance

Operation &
Maintenance
Capital cost

Coal-fired
SCPC
Coastal coal
price of RMB
370 per metric
ton (coastal)
Note: Excluding carbon compliance costs.
Source: IHS Energy
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CCGT
Gas price
of $5/
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Gas price
of $10/
MMBtu

Nuclear
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of $15/
MMBtu

Coal
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Hydro
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coal at RMB Sichuan to Sichuan to
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Inner
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Notes:
1. SCPC = super-critical
pulverized coal.
2. Gas-fired technology refers
to combined-cycle gas turbines
(CCGT).
3. Coal prices are converted to
5,500 kcal per metric ton.
4. Transmission tariffs include
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Coal plant additions slows substantially, with coal’s share in total
generation declining to 42% by 2040
China power generation by fuel/technology (IHS Rivalry scenario 2016)
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The Great Migration of power generation in China
New capacity increasingly sited west and transmitted eastward
Inter-regional power transmission flows
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Total coal demand will peak in the mid-2020s
All of the growth will come from western provinces
National coal demand outlook (IHS Rivalry scenario 2016)
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“Peak carbon” achieved by 2030, with total emissions growing only
by 9% between now and 2028
China’s Energy-related CO2 emissions (IHS Rivalry scenario 2016)
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Information | Analytics | Expertise

It’s a converging world
where every decision matters
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WHO WE ARE
Every decision matters.
That’s why leaders rely on IHS to help them make
the best choices for their businesses.

As the premier provider of global market, industry
and technical expertise, we understand the
considerations that guide important decisions of
great consequence.
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WHAT WE DO
We provide information, analytics and
expertise to organizations around
the world.

INFORMATION

They depend on our information and
insights to help them make decisions
about everything from day-to-day
operations to long-term investments.

ANALYTICS

EXPERTISE
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OUR FOCUS IS ON KEY INDUSTRIES
IHS AEROSPACE,
DEFENCE & SECURITY

IHS AUTOMOTIVE

IHS CHEMICAL

The world’s largest team
of automotive analysts with
hundreds of experts located
in 15 key markets around
the world covering the entire
automotive value chain

Over 200 leading industry
authorities creating
integrated views and
analysis across more than
300 chemical markets and
2,000 processes for 95
industries

IHS ENERGY

IHS MARITIME

IHS TECHNOLOGY

Extensive Oil & Gas well
information on 5.5+ million
wells worldwide dating
back as far as 1860

World’s largest maritime
database with an information
gathering heritage of 250+
years with comprehensive
information on all vessels
100 GT and over

World’s largest
electronics component
database with more than
350 million parts

100+ years’ experience
delivering unrivaled news,
insight and intelligence on
defense and security
equipment, markets,
industries and risk
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The World’s Largest And Most
Capital-intensive Industries Rely On IHS
We have a proven ability to calibrate to the demands of the marketplace.

WE SERVE:

75%

More than
of the Global Fortune 500

70%

OUR RESOURCES:

9,000+
colleagues around the world

More than
of the US Fortune 1000

4,200+

Businesses and Governments in

1,500+

150+ countries

information and industry experts, analysts and economists

software developers, IT architects and IT analysts

140+
offices worldwide
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IHS ENERGY
Provides information, analytics, insights, and advisory services to
enable organizations to understand the complex, interconnected, and
dynamic forces that are shaping the global energy future.
IHS Energy Solutions encompass:
• Proprietary oil and gas databases with global coverage.
• Oil & gas software for new ventures, geosciences, engineering, operations; all
integrated with data and supply analytics.

• Energy supply and demand forecasts, models and thought leadership from
seasoned energy professionals trusted by energy executives worldwide.
• Comprehensive information on transactions, and proprietary company
valuations for upstream oil and gas companies across all geographies.
• Coal, power & renewables coverage: Global, country and regional level
market outlooks and expert analysis on industry dynamics.
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Harnessing IHS Energy to Support Your Business
Access the power of IHS Energy through four distinct segments for your online
subscriptions and customer events. Contact us for commissioned presentations and
bespoke, integrated consulting.
1
UPSTREAM

• Country E&P Terms and
Above-Ground Risk

2
OIL MARKETS,
MIDSTREAM &
DOWNSTREAM

3
POWER, GAS, COAL &
RENEWABLES

4
ENERGY-WIDE
PERSPECTIVES

• Crude Oil Markets

• Global Gas

• Plays and Basins

• Midstream Oil and Natural
Gas Liquids

• Coal

• Long-Term Planning &
Scenarios

• Costs and Technology

• Refining and Marketing

• Power and Renewables

• Climate Strategy

• Companies and
Transactions

• Company Strategies and
Performance

• Integrated Regional Gas,
Power and Coal Markets

• Commissioned
Presentations
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IHS Customer Care:
Americas: +1 800 IHS CARE (+1 800 447 2273); CustomerCare@ihs.com
Europe, Middle East, and Africa: +44 (0) 1344 328 300; Customer.Support@ihs.com
Asia and the Pacific Rim: +604 291 3600; SupportAPAC@ihs.com
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